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Abstract

This talk will discuss some issues about historical linguistics studies, such as what is historical linguistics, and what is not? Why study historical linguistics? How to study historical linguistics? What is the object of historical linguistics? Does a document represent grammar (i.e. linguistics structures), and how to handle documentary materials to reconstruct the prototype of grammars? Is there any difference between language change and linguistics change? How many types of linguistics change are there? What is the position of historical linguistics in theoretical linguistics? And what is the relationship between linguistics and philology?

This talk will argue that historical linguistics is not “history of linguistics”, does not study “the origin of human language”, does not determine or attempt to preserve the pure form of language, nor attempt to prevent language changes. Historical linguistics is also not etymology which studies the history of words, but rather the study of the history of language structures. Based on evidence from case studies, this talk will explore how language has changed in terms of structures, systems, levels, categories, tiers, hierarchies, etc., and show that the results of historical linguistics studies can contribute to greater understanding of the nature of human languages in general.
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